
A New Landscape Aesthetic: 

The Modernist Garden 

Started by  

•  Cashmere Fons 

•  Joseph Black 

•  Margie Morris 

With additions by 
James Ward 



 
¡  Modern architecture became widely popular 

in the 19th century. 
¡  Modern architects wanted to stop using 

applied decoration and carved masonry 
from past eras. 

¡  The new aesthetic was functionalist, 
democratic, and highly expressive of new 
machine technology. 

¡  Landscape architecture was not catching 
on to the new modern style quite so easily. 

¡  Through the 1930’s the Harvard Graduate 
School of Design was still using a Beaux-
Arts curriculum.  

 
¡  Classicism was reserved for the Fascists. 
¡  We needed stuff that was cheaper , easier to 

take care of. 
¡  We found beauty in the functional, certainly 

we found a new outlook on a stripped down 
aesthetic. 

¡  Landscape architecture  was slow getting 
here coming from a tradition from arts and 
crafts. 
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¨  The 1925 Exposition 
Internationale Des Arts 
Dècoratifs et Industriels   
Modernes in Paris. 

¨  The 1925 International 
Exposition of applied and 
industrial art in Paris. 

¡  Marked the transition from 
Arts and Crafts tradition 
and the rise of international 
modernism. 

¡  Also marked the cultural 
transition from the ethos of 
privilege to one of equality. 

¡  It produced an imagery of 
opulence and luxury on a 
small, compact scale that 
kept with the economic 
realities of the time. Images of the Exposition’s Gardens 



Images of the Exposition’s Gardens 
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¨  Jean-Claude Nicolas Forestier 
(1861-1930) 
¡  Landscape Architect who 

was in charge of the design 
of several parks in Paris 
since 1887 (trained with 
Alphand). 

¡  He was put in charge of all 
parks and gardens at the 
exhibition. 

¡  His Stylistic preferences: 
Gallic formalities softened 
by arts and Crafts 
formalities that were 
brought to life by an 
eclectic use of styles from 
Persia and Southern Spain. 
Other influences were 
cubism, surrealism, and 
functionalism. 



¨  Gabriel Guèvrèkian 
(1900-1970) 

¡  designed the Garden 
of Water and Light 
(Jardin d’Eau et de 
Lumière) at the 1925 
Paris Exhibition.  

¡  Used plants to 
create bedded 
masses of bold 
shapes and striking 
color. 

¡  In the modern spirit 
from Persian Décor. 

Jardin d’Eau et de Lumière 

Villa Noailles 
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¨  Fletcher Steele (1885-1971) 
¡  He was an American critic and landscape architect who 

studied the gardens of the 1925 Paris exposition. 
¡  Born in Rochester NY, and graduated from Williams 

College in western Massachusetts. 
¡  He studied landscape architecture at Harvard for a 

year with Frederick Law Olmsted Jr. and Arthur 
Shurtleff. 

¡  He then took an apprentice job with Warren Henry 
Manning who himself was trained by Olmsted, Sr. and 
did most of the planting at Biltmore. 

¡  His masterpiece was Naumkeag, the estate of Mabel 
Choate in Stockbridge, Massachusetts, begun in 1926. 

¡  Very much tied into the new field of psychology and 
emphasis on individual personality and dreams. 





¨  White’s Shingle style House 



¨  The gardens in 1898 



¨  Naumkeag is a 44 room, shingle-style country house located at 5 Prospect Hill 
Road, Stockbridge, Massachusetts, USA in the Berkshires. It is now operated by 
The Trustees of Reservations as a nonprofit museum. 

¨  Naumkeag was designed by noted architect Stanford White of 
McKim, Mead & White in 1885 as the summer estate for Joseph Hodges Choate 
(1832-1917), a prominent New York City attorney and American ambassador to 
England 1899 to 1905, and then his daughter, Mabel Choate. The house is built in 
the Shingle Style with a wood-shingled exterior featuring brick and stone towers, 
prominent gables and large porch, and interiors with fine woodwork. It contains 
the Choate family's furniture, Chinese porcelain, and artwork collected from 
America, Europe, and the Far East. 

¨  The house sits within 8 acres (32,000 m²) of terraced gardens (including The Rose 
Garden, The Afternoon Garden, and The Chinese Garden) and landscaped grounds 
surrounded by 40 acres (162,000 m²) of woodland, meadow, and pasture. Its 
grounds were first designed in the late 1880s by Nathan Barrett, then replanned 
and expanded between 1926 and 1956 by the noted landscape designer 
Fletcher Steele. Barrett's original designs included two terraces, perennial beds 
(now the Chinese Garden), and an evergreen topiary. Steele's additions include the 
Afternoon Garden (1926); arguably his most famous design, the Blue Steps (1938); 
and the Chinese Garden (1936-1955). 



Rose Parterre 

Asian Influences 

Scenic Overlook/
Borrowed Scenery 







http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://
www.ornamentaloutlook.com/articles/image/
200908/POD/LS107%2520Ornament,%2520wood
%2520seat,%2520niche,%2520Naumkeag,
%2520Stockbridge%2520MA,
%2520.jpg&imgrefurl=http://
www.ornamentaloutlook.com/news/
pategaiondesign/%3Fstoryid
%3D890&usg=__ZFoV-8zWtEnQ-
p9F_ymvYpCbM1U=&h=266&w=397&sz=198&hl=en
&start=42&zoom=1&itbs=1&tbnid=NgwT_WC8sr728
M:&tbnh=83&tbnw=124&prev=/images%3Fq
%3Dnaumkeag%2Bstockbridge%2Bmassachusetts
%26start%3D40%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DN%26ndsp
%3D20%26tbs%3Disch:1 



Blue Steps 

http://vimeo.com/4169018 
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¡  It was a 950-acre estate in 
Millbrook, New York, owned by 
Walter Beck and his wife Marian 
Burt Stone Beck. 

¡  They wanted to create an English-
style landscape to surround there 
Queen Anne-style house. 

¡  Beck was an artist with a deep 
appreciation of Chinese landscape 
paintings and around 1930, after 
studying descriptions and images of 
the famous garden of Wang Wei, he 
decided that Innisfree should be 
designed with Chinese rather than 
English principals.   

¡  Beck began to create “cup gardens” 
around the lake in Millbrook by 
using weathered stones in 
carefully balanced compositions. 

¡  He collected the stones from the 
estate. 

¡  After Beck died his wife called on 
Lester Collins to take over design 
in 1960. 

Rock Garden, top, and Waterfall, 
bottom, at Innisfree 



Innisfree 













Video of Misting Fountain 
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¨  Conservative landscape traditions were still 
preferred by the majority of the public in the 
1930s 

¨  Gardens were meant to serve as an idyllic 
retreat from the Machine Age 

¨  Influence of East Asian design felt in Naumkeag 
and Innifree but explored even further by 
Christopher Tunnard 

“To find beauty in form instead of making it depend on 
ornament is the goal to which humanity is aspiring” Loos 

“All Styles are a Lie.” Le Corbusier 

 



¨  Professor of city planning at 
Harvard and later Yale 

¨  Took note of Guévrékian’s bold 
departure from tradition 

¨  Wrote Gardens in the Modern 
Landscape (1938) about the 
relationship between older 
landscape ideals and cultural 
values and took a radical stance 
of debunking old styles 

¨  Liked minimalism, integration of 
indoor and outdoor spaces, and 
asymmetrical compositional 
balance 

¨  Urged the collaboration of 
landscape architects and modern 
artists for sculptures and 
paintings 

¨  Supported functionality of spaces 
like tennis courts, outdoor dining 
areas, pools, etc. 

Christopher 
Tunnard 

Occult balance – compositional principle of counterpoise achieved 
through arrangement of parts in equilibrium along a diagonal axis. 
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¨  Brazilian painter, sculptor, 
muralist, and craftsman 

¨  Employed a graphic style that 
treated the ground plane in an 
abstract matter while also 
considering the strong curvilinear 
forms found in nature; his native 
surroundings heavily impacted his 
style 

¨  Utilized vividly colored plants and 
strong architectonic elements 
that complimented the natural 
surroundings 

¨  Viewed modernist gardens as visual 
experiences unclouded by textual 
meaning 

¨  Designs were independent of 
surrounding architecture; no real 
integration of house and garden 

Luiz Cesar Fernandes Garden 

Copacabana Beach in Rio de Janeiro 

  



Tour of the waterfront 
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¨  Expressive style that linked 
functional space to raw, even 
violent, nature 

¨  Influenced by Mexican 
surroundings, Surrealist 
paintings, Islamic patios of Spain, 
and idyllic Mediterranean 
gardens  

¨  Gardens had dreamlike qualities 
¨  Unified indoor and outdoor 

spaces 
¨  Style was spare, stripped-down 

version of Mexican architecture 
¨  Created the San Angel Gardens 

of El Pedregal 
¨  Landscapes appeared to flow  into 

homes 
¨  Gardens meant to be fusion of 

modernism and vernacular design, 
celebrated informal lifestyle, 
and were spaces of refuge from 
modern life 

Stables 
and House 
at San 
Cristobal 
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¨  Used line, color, and texture in 
original ways; also used shifting 
asymmetrical axes  

¨  Pattern and texture of paving or 
decking and the manner in which 
plants unite the scenery is Church’s 
trademark 

¨  Wrote Gardens Are for People 
(1955) about how to make the most of 
a space by utilizing sun angles and 
wind directions while considering 
scenic sight lines and topography 

¨  Best known work is Donnell Garden 
in Sonoma, CA; created a center for 
family life outdoors; also installed a 
kidney-shaped swimming pool 

¨  Inspired by modern art and 
frequently employed modern 
sculpture in his spaces 

¨  Always remained stylistically 
versatile because he listened to the 
needs and wants of his clients very 
closely along with the conditions of 
the site 

Plan for Donnell Garden 

Kidney-shaped pool at Donnell 
Garden 
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¨  Saw the row house and 
suburban subdivision with 
their small yards as a 
challenge 

¨  Inspired by jazz, film, 
fashion, industrial 
design, New Deal social 
progressiveness, 
automobile culture, and 
growing acceptance of 
European modern art and 
architecture in America 

¨  Inspired by Steele and 
Tunnard’s writing 



¨  Menlo Park  
¡  Geometric grid 
¡  Pear shaped orchard with 

rectangular boundaries 
¡  Wrote a book “Landscape 

for Living” in 1950 
¡  wanted to focus on 

domestic human needs and 
humanized landscape in 
California.  
ú  Emphasized the legitimate 

needs of people in 
California rather than 
dealing with the needs of 
people of other times 
and places.  

ú  Low cost housing for 
the mass society 



¨  Inspired by the Barcelona Pavilion 
designed by Mies van der Rohe.   
¡ Grid of 8 cruciform columns 

set on a raised terrace  
¡ Used free-standing screens to 

separate spaces without 
defining them precisely   

¡ No obvious central point 
¡ Uninterrupted flow  

Let’s look at it! 
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¨  Barcelona Pavilion – Mies van 
der Rohe, German pavillion in 
1929 International Exposition 
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¨  Influenced by 18th century 
garden design 

¨  Also fascinated by Barcelona 
Pavilion 

¨  asymmetrical compositional 
balance and continuous 
interpenetrating spatial 
organization  

¨  shifting axes, free-form,  non-
orthogonal Axis lines,  aerial 
definitions  

¨  inspired by Japanese design 
¨  Extending the expressive 

potential of both still and 
animated water in reflecting 
pools, fountains, and 
cascades 

Worked with Peter Ker 
Walker in designing a 
large water garden, 
Fountain Place 



J. Irwin Miller Garden 
Staggered hedges 
Horsechesnut Allee 

Locust Allee 
Flatrock River 
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¨  Challenged established taste 
and convention 

¨  Wrote three articles with Kiley 
and Eckbo and wrote his own 
articles for Pencil Points later 
called Progressive 
Architecture.   

¨  Create an intimate relationship 
between human beings, nature, 
and architecture.  

¨  Did not separate indoors and 
outdoors 

¨  Compartmentalized garden 
space with a visual flow with 
the use of different materials 
such as wood framed panels, 
wire mesh, and translucent 
plastic Japanese shoji screens 

An Example of Rose’s Japanese and Zen 
Buddhist Influenced Design 



¨  Trellises with vines sometimes extended horizontal 
roof lines or free standing open air awnings. 

¨  Influenced by Japanese style and Zen Buddhism  
¡  Garden was a functional space and a place for 

dreaming 
¡  Liked private garden not large-scale landscapes 

¨  Personal in design where he spent most of his time at 
the site instead of at the drafting table. 

¨  Used compositions in gravel, river-worm, rocks, 
flagstones, ground covers, and shrubs and 
according to Rogers no other modern landscape 
gave as much attention to ground-plane texture as 
Rose did.  



In sharp counterpoise to the emerging materialistic, patchwork American 
suburb of the fifties, these projects embody an alternative to the banality and 
environmental degradation of the emerging American suburb. Rose's modular 
gardens, gardens without houses and space sculptures with shelters reveal a 
distinctive, unconventional and creative way of thinking about the landscape. 
These are well documented in his first book, Creative Gardens (1958).  







Remember “counterpoise” from 
Tunnard? 



http://www.susancohangardens.com/blog/fieldtrip-james-
rose-center 
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¨  http://inhabitat.com/2010/09/22/winners-of-the-st-louis-arch-renovation-competition-leaked-early/mvva-site-plan-view-fullc/ 





¨  French Modern Garden 
Influences: 
¡  1925 Exposition Internationale 

Des Arts Dècoratifs et 
Industriels  Modernes in Paris. 

¡  Jean-Claude Nicolas Forestier 
¡  Gabriel Guèvrèkian 

¨  Sites: 
¡  Naumkeag – Stockbridge MA – 

Fletcher Steele (Art Deco) 
¡  Innisfree – Millbrook, NY – 

Walter Beck and Lester Collins 
(20th Century Chinoiserie)  

¨  Major Works 
¡  St. Louis Arch 
¡  Barcelona Pavilion 



¨  People: 
¡  Christopher Tunnard – 

Minimalist 
¡  Roberto Burle Marx – Abstract 

Art 
¡  Luis Barragan – Surreal 

Expressionism 
¡  Thomas Church – Gardens are 

for People and his peanut pools 
¡  Garrett Eckbo – Small Gardens in 

the City, Landscapes for Living 
¡  Dan Kiley – 18th c and shifting 

axes 
¡  James Rose – Intimate, hands on 

craftsman 





1.  REMINDER:  
1.  The Final Exam review questions are online. 
2.  Student evaluations can be done online. Please do so. I do need 

them to keep my job. 

2.  11/26 – Papers turned in with write check attached as 
well as previous review comments  

3.  (http://en.writecheck.com) 
1.  Posters to be on display here at 307 Simons. Note they should be self-

explanatory and interesting. 
1. Bring them early to set up 
2. Those who have a class right away should be prepared to talk first 
3. Need to be out by 1. 











1.  12/3-Reading day. I should be around most of 
the day for questions 

2.  Final Exam Monday 12/10 from 8-11 Not 
comprehensive, covers from Chapter 6 through 
13, mostly like the mid term with some short 
answer with an essay. You need to concentrate 
on the basic history and be able to supplement 
it with names and places and a few dates.  





https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=o6ehOd9hLZM 


